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We have investigated the influence of the temperature on the photoinduced birefringence as well as on the
diffraction efficiency of azo dye doped or grafted polymers. The samples are composed of three polymer ma-
trices containing 2, 5-dimethyl-4-( p-nitrophenylazo anisole). We propose two theoretical models to explain
the experimental increase of both phenomena when the temperature is decreased. Models are based on the
statistical angular distribution of the chromophores that depends on the intensity of the polarized laser beam
in the media, counteracted by the thermal agitation. Parameters introduced in both models can be used to
characterize the polymeric system properties. © 2000 Optical Society of America [S0740-3224(00)02204-9]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in polymeric compounds that reversibly change
their refractive index with illumination has increased in
the past few years. The stimulus for these investigations
is the potential application of these kinds of materials in
photonic devices, whose importance is growing in many
fields.1–7

Azo dye molecules can be redirected by the electric field
of polarized light. This arises by multiple trans–cis pho-
toisomerizations of the nitrogen–nitrogen double bound,
followed by cis–trans backthermal relaxation. The
isomerizations allow the molecules to turn until their
transition axis is placed perpendicularly to the light po-
larization axis.8–10 This phenomenon leads to macro-
scopic effects such as photodichroism and photoinduced
birefringence, since the complex refractive index is differ-
ent along or perpendicular to the transition axis.10–14

With the use of polarized laser beams, both effects can be
used to write absorption or phase holograms in these
kinds of media.7,8,13,15

The temperature dependence of the mechanical charac-
teristics of plastics has already been studied for a long
time. On the other hand, there is only limited informa-
tion regarding the influence of the temperature on the op-
tical properties in these materials.10,16–18 However, it is
important to understand how parameters modify the sen-
sitivity as well as the amplitude of the photoinduced bire-
fringence and the diffraction efficiency. Indeed, they are
figures of merit that must be optimized for further appli-
cations. In this paper we provide experimental measure-
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ments as well as theoretical treatments of the tempera-
ture influence on the amplitude of photoinduced
birefringence and on the diffraction efficiency of phase ho-
lograms written in azo dye doped polymers. The fit of the
experimental data by theoretical models has allowed the
determination of parameters that characterize the poly-
mer behavior for objective comparison between com-
pounds. In addition, as the models use the same param-
eters, we can obtain validation of the whole development.

Experiments have been carried out on films containing
15 weight percent (wt.%) of the 2, 5-dimethyl-4-
( p-nitrophenylazoanisole) (DMNPAA) azo dye. Indeed,
we have shown, in a previous paper, that photoinduced
orientation of this chromophore can occur.13 The first
compound is a mix of the birefringent molecules with
poly (N-vinyl carbazole) (PVK). This compound has a
particular importance, since it is well-known to be a good
photorefractive polymer if 1 wt.% of (trinitrofluor-
enone) is added.19,20 The two other matrices are co-
polymers of [v-(N-carbazolyl)alkylmethacrylate] and
[4-(11-methacryloylalkyloxy)-2, 5-dimethylphenyl] (4-
nitrophenyl) diazene. Both alkyl spacer lengths have
been set to be hexyl and undecyl for C6-C11-DMNPAA
and undecyl and hexyl for C11-C6-DMNPAA. The
chemical structure of these compounds is presented in
Fig. 1. Glass transition temperatures (Tg) have been
measured by differential scanning calorimetry to be equal
to 288 K for PVK:DMNPAA, 329 K for C6-C11-DMNPAA,
and 253 K for C11-C6-DMNPAA. Polymer and chro-
mophore synthesis can be found elsewhere.21
2000 Optical Society of America
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Samples have been made by pressing down polymer
powder on two glass plates and by heating these plates
20 °C above the polymer Tg . The sample thickness is de-
termined by 70-mm spacers. Cooling happens at open air
and ambient temperature. Since crystallization has al-
ready been observed with high DMNPAA concentration
(50 wt.%), no film degradation has been noted during
three years with our 15-wt.% compounds. The thermal
cyclings done for this work have not altered properties of
the samples.

Theoretical models proposed in this paper are based on
the statistical angular distribution of the birefringent
molecules. Two processes are counteracting to form this
distribution: The polarized laser light attempts to align
the molecules, whereas the thermal agitation randomizes
their orientation. Since the sample has important ab-
sorption coefficients at the working wavelengths (see Fig.
2), we have introduced into our models the effects of the
decreasing intensity of the laser light through the poly-
mer film. In this way we attempt to approach realistic
conditions of illumination in the media.

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the different compounds used,
along with their acronyms. The chromophore DMNPAA is al-
ways add in 15 wt.% to the polymer matrix.

Fig. 2. Absorption coefficient spectrum of a 15-wt.% DMNPAA
doped PVK polymer film. The absorption coefficients of both
working wavelengths are indicated by arrows.
2. PHOTOINDUCED BIREFRINGENCE
A. Experiments
The experimental setup used to study the influence of the
temperature on the photoinduced birefringence is shown
in Fig. 3. A more detailed graphic has already been pre-
sented in Ref. 22. To align the dye molecules, an argon
laser beam (514 nm) is filtered, expanded, and linearly
polarized before going through the sample. Its intensity
has been set to 2.1 mW/cm2. A He–Ne laser beam (633
nm) is used as a probe to analyze the chromophore align-
ment. Its polarization is rotated 45° with respect to the
argon beam. After having crossed the sample, the
He–Ne beam goes through an analyzer turned 90° with
respect to its initial polarization. The intensity of the
He–Ne beam has been selected low enough not to influ-
ence the orientation of the DMNPAA molecules (0.1
mW/cm2). The sample is placed on a thermal regulation
device that allows its temperature to be set between the
ambient temperature (300 K) and 250 K. To reach this
temperature without condensation problems, the sample
is put inside a vacuum chamber.

Without a pumping beam (argon), chromophore mol-
ecules are in principle randomly oriented. The sample is
centrosymmetric and cannot exhibit any birefringence.
In these conditions the He–Ne laser does not undergo any
polarization modification when crossing the sample and
so is completely stopped by the analyzer. When the ar-
gon beam is switched on, the azo molecules begin to rotate
by multiple trans-to-cis photoisomerizations and cis–
trans backthermal relaxations. Chromophores rotate
until they are placed perpendicularly to the argon polar-
ization. Indeed, photoisomerizations take place until the
transition axes of the molecules are placed perpendicu-
larly to the argon polarization: In such a position, the la-
ser light cannot stimulate the electronic transition any
longer. Since the dielectric constant of the azo molecules
is different according to whether they are along the tran-
sition axis or in the perpendicular plane, the sample ex-
hibits birefringence when chromophores are aligned.
The He–Ne polarization is modified when crossing the
polymer film, and its component perpendicular to the
analyzer axis can reach the detector. The transmission
efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the initial He–Ne
power to the power detected after the analyzer.

The experimental curves of transmission efficiency as a
function of time have been fitted by the biexponential
function included in a square sine:

Fig. 3. Photoinduced birefringence setup. L, lens; O, shutter;
l/2, half-wave plate; B.S., beam splitter; P, polarizer; A,
analyzer.
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h~t ! 5 sin2( A@1 2 exp~2t/tA!#

1 B@1 2 exp~2t/tB!# 1 f). (1)

The phase parameter f is defined by the transmitted
intensity before the writing beam is switched on. This
comes from the sample-making process, which aligns
some chromophores and so induces some ‘‘natural’’
birefringence.13 That function, without the square sine,
has already been used by many other authors7,16,18,23,24

and found to be the simplest curve that fits this data type.
However, it must be noted that there exists a complete
theory describing the kinetics of the molecular reorienta-
tion that has proved to be able to fit that measure-
ment.14,25 Since our goal was not to describe the dynam-
ics of the signal, we have preferred to use the biexponen-
tial function for the sake of simplicity.

According to Eq. (1), the maximum photoinduced bire-
fringence is given by the efficiency at saturation minus
the efficiency at t 5 0:

hmax 5 sin2~A 1 B !. (2)

In Fig. 4 we have plotted the maximum photoinduced
birefringence as a function of the temperature. One can
see that, for the three compounds, the transmission effi-
ciency increases considerably as the temperature de-
creases. We ascribe this behavior to the thermal agita-
tion, which prevents the molecules from being perfectly
aligned by the electric field of the argon laser beam.

It is also interesting to analyze the behavior of the sen-
sitivity versus the sample temperature (Fig. 5). Sensitiv-
ity is commonly related to the slope of the refractive-index
variation [argument of the square sine function (1),26 it-
self proportional to the chromophore photo-orientation] at
the origin time divided by the writing intensity. Sensi-
tivity is thus given by

S 5

A

tA
1

B

tB

EAr@1 2 exp~2aArd !#
. (3)

B. Mathematical Model
To describe the behavior of transmission efficiency versus
temperature, we will consider the sample to be composed

Fig. 4. Saturation amplitude of the transmission efficiency ver-
sus temperature of the sample for the three polymers studied.
Curves are interpolations by the theoretical model.
of an important number of birefringent elements. Each
possesses the same index ellipsoid but has different ori-
entations. These elements are abstract representations
but can be assimilated to a small group of azo molecules,
which are all oriented in the same direction. The index
ellipsoid of such an element can be assimilated as a revo-
lution one, since the DMNPAA dielectric coefficient along
the transition axis is very different from those along other
axes.

Both coordinate systems used in the mathematical
model are presented in Fig. 6. The first [Fig. 6(a)] is as-
sociated with a birefringent element. The axis z is along
the optical axis of the birefringent element. The vector S

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the photoinduced birefringence versus
sample temperature for the three polymers studied.

Fig. 6. Geometry of the coordinate system axes used in the the-
oretical models: (a) coordinates associated with a birefringent
element and (b) coordinates associated with the laboratory. See
the text for the definitions of axes and vectors.
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is along the direction of propagation of the reading He–Ne
light, and it is included in the y –z plane (this defines the
y axis). ne is perpendicular to no , and both are included
in a plane orthogonal to the S vector. The second system
[Fig. 6(b)] is associated with the laboratory: x1 is along
the laser beam’s direction of propagation, and z1 is along
the argon polarization. u1 and w1 are the Euler angles
defining the orientation of the birefringent element opti-
cal axis.

When the He–Ne beam goes through one of these bire-
fringent elements, its initial polarization is modified and
can be described, in the Jones formalism, by

S Ex8

Ey8
D 5 expS 2

aHe–Ned

2 D @R ~2w! 3 W0 1 R ~w!# 3 S Ex

Ey
D ,

(4)

where a is the coefficient of absorption at the He–Ne
wavelength (633 nm) and d is the thickness of a birefrin-
gent element. Ei is the incident light electric field with
respect to the i direction, R (w) is the rotational matrix,
and W0 is the Jones matrix describing the phase delay.
The definitions of R (w) and W0 are given by

R ~w! 5 F cos w sin w

2sin w cos w
G ,

W0 5 F expS 2 i
G

2 D 0

0 expS i
G

2 D G . (5)

w is the angle between the He–Ne polarization axis and
the vector ne defined in Fig. 6(a). G is the phase delay of
a birefringent element and is expressed as follows:

G 5
2p

l
d@no 2 ne~u!#, (6)

where l is the wavelength of the He–Ne beam (633 nm)
and no and ne(u) are the ordinary and the extraordinary
index of refraction in the plane perpendicular to the
He–Ne propagation axis. u is defined in Fig. 6(a) as the
angle formed by the optical axis of the birefringent ele-
ment and the direction of propagation of the He–Ne
beam.

The extraordinary index used in Eq. (6) depends on the
orientation of the birefringent element. Thus, for the ge-
ometry presented in Fig. 6(a), this index is given by

1

ne
2~u!

5
cos2 u

no
2 1

sin2 u

ne
2 , (7)

where ne is the extraordinary index of refraction of the bi-
refringent elements.

When the He–Ne beam goes through the sample, it
crosses a great number (N) of birefringent elements. The
longitudinal and transversal electric fields at the output
of the sample are given by the following matrix equation,
where each square bracket stands for one element:
S Ex8

Ey8
D 5 expS 2

NaHe–Ned

2 D @R ~2wN! 3 W0
N 3 R ~wN!#

3 @R ~2wN21! 3 W0
N21 3 R ~wN21!#

3 ¯ 3 @R ~2w1! 3 W0
1 3 R ~w1!# 3 S Ex

Ey
D . (8)

Not all the birefringent elements are oriented accord-
ing to the same Euler angles defined in Fig. 6(b). Indeed,
the thermal agitation randomizes the molecular align-
ment that the argon beam tries to impose. Therefore
there is no relationship between successive angles, and it
is not possible to reduce the number of matrices present
in Eq. (8), as could be done for a Šolc filter or for a chiral
nematic liquid crystal.26 To determine the angles u i and
w i to insert into Eq. (8), we are going to use the angular
distribution of the birefringent elements as a function of
macroscopic parameters (argon beam intensity, sample
temperature). In this way it will be possible to carry out
a Monte Carlo simulation of the light electric field propa-
gation inside the sample.

The system is composed of N classical bodies. Thus
the Maxwell–Boltzmann statistic can be applied to de-
scribe the angular distribution. The following equation
gives the number of elements with their optical axis ori-
entated between u1 and u1 1 du1 and between w1 and
w1 1 dw1 as a function of the temperature T:

nb~u1 , w1!du1dw1

5

N expF2E~u1 , w1 , T !

kT G
z~u1 , w1!

v~u1 , w1!du1dw1 , (9)

where z(u1 , w1) is the partition function and E(u1 , w1 , T)
is the energy of the molecule in the state (u1 ,w1) at tem-
perature T. v(u1 , w1) is the statistical weight associated
with the space direction (u1 ,w1); in spherical coordinates
it is defined as v(u1 ,w1) 5 (sin u1)/2.

As a statistical distribution, Eq. (9) is subject to the
general conditions of normalization, namely,

EE
0

2p

nb~u1 , w1!du1dw1 5 N, (10)

EE
0

2p

E~u1 , w1!nb~u1 , w1!du1dw1 5 E, (11)

which allow one, by inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (10), to cal-
culate the partition function to be

z~u1! 5 E
0

p

expF2E~u1 , w1 , T !

kT G sin u1

2
du1 . (12)

In Subsection 2.A we have discussed the fact that chro-
mophores tend to redirect themselves perpendicularly to
the polarization axis of the argon beam. The trans–cis
photoisomerization can occur only if the molecule has a
component of its dipolar axis along the electric field of the
argon beam. The energy of the molecules and thus one of
the birefringent elements can be described by a squared
cosine of the angle between the optical axis and the argon
polarization14,27,28:
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E~u1 , T ! 5 A~T !e cos2 u1 , (13)

where e is the amplitude of the argon beam electric field
at the element place and A(T) is a function depending on
various molecular constants as well as on the sample tem-
perature. We will now discuss this function in detail.
e 5 e0 expS 2
aArL

2 D . (15)

By inserting Eqs. (12)–(15) into the definition of the an-
gular distribution, we obtain, in laboratory coordinates,
The Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution describes the an-
gular orientation as a function of the temperature given
that there is no transformation in the material. This is
not exact in the polymers, since phase transitions can
happen or a continuous variation of the constraints can be
applied to the chromophores. To take the latter into ac-
count, we have modified the Maxwell–Boltzmann distri-
bution by introducing the A(T) function into the potential
energy equation. A(T) has the following form:

A~T ! 5 A
T

T 2 T0
, (14)

where A is a parameter depending on the number of mol-
ecules in a birefringent element as various molecular con-
stants (cross section, dipolar momentum, quantum effi-
ciency). This parameter reflects the ability of the
molecules to reorient under the illumination effect; thus it
also depends on the interactions between the polymer ma-
trix and the chromophores. This could not be constant
with the temperature, but since we will not introduce the
molecular parameters, the thermal dependence will be in-
cluded only in the A(T) function and will not be split into
its various components (also for the sake of simplicity).
The A dimension is energy divided by an electric field:
J(V/cm)21.

T0 is a temperature threshold; at this temperature
value, all the molecules are perfectly oriented, and, fur-
thermore, decreasing the temperature does not influence
the distribution any longer. So Eq. (14) is valid only for
T . T0 . To our knowledge, we think that this param-
eter is related to the free volume of the polymer.28–31 In-
deed, the latter varies with the temperature.32 T0
stands for the temperature at which the free volume of
the polymer is small enough to avoid thermal disorienta-
tion of the chromophores.

Equation (14) can also be understood as the introduc-
tion of the Arrhenius theory as well as the William–
Landel–Ferry theory33,34 in our model.

Crossing the sample, the argon beam is strongly ab-
sorbed. The amplitude of the electric field used in Eq.
(13) is thus not constant over the thickness of the polymer
film. Let a be the absorption coefficient of the film at 514
nm; thus e is varying with the sample depth as
nb~u1!du1dw1 5

N expF 2Ae0 expS 2
aArL

2 D cos2 u1

k~T 2 T0!
G sin u1

2

E
0

p

expF 2Ae0 expS 2
aArL

2 D cos2 u1

k~T 2 T0!
G sin u1

2
du1

du1dw1 . (16)
Angles u and w used in Eqs. (7) and (8) are not the same
as those used in Eq. (16). We must carry out a coordi-
nate change between the coordinates of the birefringent
element and those of the laboratory:

u 5 arccos~sin u1 sin w1!, (17a)

w 5 a cosF S 1

1 1 cot2 u1 sec2 w1
D 1/2G . (17b)

Equation (8) describes the modification of the electric
field of the He–Ne beam when it goes through the sample.
To compare the theoretical model with the measure-
ments, we must introduce the action of the polarizer and
the analyzer as well as calculate the transmission effi-
ciency htransmission :

S Ex8

Ey8
D 5 expS 2

NaHe–Ned

2 D 1

2
F 1 21

21 1 G
3 @R ~2wN! 3 W0

N 3 R ~wN!#

3 ¯ 3 @R ~2w1! 3 W0
1 3 R ~w1!#

3
1

2
F1 1

1 1G 3 S Ex

Ey
D , (18)

htramsmission 5

~Ex8 Ey8! 3 S Ex8*

Ey8*
D

~Ex Ey! 3 S Ex*

Ey*
D . (19)

With this approach it is not possible to find an analyti-
cal solution for the transmission efficiency. However, by
introducing the angular distribution of the birefringent
element in Eq. (18), we can carry out a numerical simu-
lation by the Monte Carlo technique. To do this, we cal-
culate the distribution of the molecule as a function of the
u1 angle; the distribution is discretized for each degree.
Thus we have a list of numbers, each representing an
angle, and their sum is the number of possible states and
the number of times that each angle is represented corre-
sponds to its probability. Then we do a random drawing
into this list to obtain the angle u1 for the layer k. Vari-
able changes as well as Jones matrices are calculated to
determine the polarization state at the output of this
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layer. Further runs are processed until the entire film is
crossed. An average is done over ten simulations. The
temperature is then changed, and calculation goes on.
The latter is presented in Fig. 4. We have adjusted the
parameters A and T0 to fit the different behaviors that
vary with temperature. For the three polymers studied,
the values of these parameters are given in Table 1.

Ordinary and extraordinary indices have been chosen
to be the reasonable values of no 5 1.6 and ne 5 1.61.
The other parameters have been fixed according to the
measurements done on the samples. One can see in Fig.
4 that the theoretical interpolations fit quite well the
measurement for the polymers PVK:DMNPAA and C6-
C11-DMNPAA, whereas the curve shapes mismatch the
experimental behavior for C11-C6-DMNPAA. The rea-
sons for this discrepancy will be detailed in Section 4.

3. DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY
A. Experiments
By using the possibility of inducing birefringence in the
DMNPAA doped polymer, we have written phase holo-
grams and recorded diffraction efficiency versus tempera-
ture. The setup used to measure the diffraction effi-
ciency is shown in Fig. 7. A more detailed view is
presented in Ref. 22. A linearly polarized argon laser

Table 1. Parameters Obtained from the
Photoinduced Birefringence Fitting

Polymer
A/k

[K(mW/cm2)21/2]
T0
(K)

PVK:DMNPAA 27 229
C6-C11-DMNPAA 75 260
C11-C6-DMNPAA 1 264
ter the opening of the argon beam shutter. To interpo-
late these measurements, we have used the same
equation as that for the photoinduced birefringence [Eq.
(1)]. However, since no light could be diffracted without
a writing beam, the phase parameter f is always null in
this case. Thus the equation that gives the maximum ef-
ficiency is simplified and becomes

hmax 5 sin2~A 1 B !. (20)

The sensitivity of the diffraction efficiency is defined
exactly as it was for the photoinduced birefringence and is
given in Eq. (3).

Experimental results of diffraction efficiency versus
temperature are plotted in Fig. 8 for the saturation am-
plitude and in Fig. 9 for the sensibility. We can see that,
as for the birefringence, the temperature has a large in-
fluence over the diffraction efficiency, since the sensitivity
seems not to be significantly modified.

B. Mathematical Model
The intensity of the argon beams decreases over the
thickness of the sample. Therefore the index modulation
achieved by the photoinduced orientation of the chro-
mophores varies through the polymer. To calculate the
diffraction efficiency, we have used the coupled wave
theory, which allows a matrix processing in which each
matrix represents a sample layer.35,36 According to this
formulation, at the output of the sample the transmitted
He–Ne wave (Rout) and the diffracted wave (Sout) are
given by

S Rout

Sout
D 5 )

k51

N

MkS 1
0 D . (21)

Mk , the matrix describing the kth-layer behavior, is de-
fined as
beam, with 514-nm wavelength and 3-mW/cm2 intensity,
is extended and separated by a 50/50 beam splitter. Both
of the resulting beams interfere inside the sample with
10° external angle and write a nonpermanent phase grat-
ing by turning the birefringent molecules. A 633-nm
He–Ne beam, with the same polarization as that of the
argon beams, is directed to the sample at the Bragg angle.
There it is diffracted by the phase grating to a detector.
The 650-mW/cm2 intensity of the He–Ne beam has been
set so as not to disturb the molecular orientation imposed
by the argon beam. The polymer film is placed on a ther-
mal regulation system in a vacuum chamber. It is per-
pendicularly positioned with respect to the bisector of the
argon beams.

The He–Ne beam is used as a probe; we have thus re-
corded, in situ, the growth of the diffraction efficiency af-
Mk 5 F S cos f 1 i
j sin f

f
D exp~2z! 2iS CR

CS
D 1/2 n sin f

f
exp~2z!

2iS CR

CS
D 1/2 n sin f

f
exp~2z! S cos f 2 i

j sin f

f
D exp~2z!

G , (22)
with

z 5
d

2 S a

CR
1

a

CS
1 ic D ,

j 5 i
d
2 S a

CR
2

a

CS
2 ic D ,

f 5 ~z2 1 n2!1/2, n 5 kd/~CRCS!1/2,

CR 5 cos u t , CS 5 cos ud ,

k 5 b
er18 2 ier19

4er08
, a 5 b

er09

2er08
, b 5

2p

l
~er08 !1/2,

(23)
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Fig. 7. Holographic setup. O, shutter; P, polarizer; B.S., beam splitter; F.S., spatial filtering; L, lens; A, attenuator.
Fig. 8. Saturation amplitude of the diffraction efficiency versus
temperature of the sample for the three polymers studied.
Curves are interpolations by the theoretical model.

Fig. 9. Sensitivity of the diffraction efficiency versus sample
temperature for the three polymers studied.

Fig. 10. Geometry and description of the parameters used in the
Mk matrix.
where d is the thickness of a layer, er08 and er09 are, respec-
tively, the real and imaginary parts of the mean dielectric
constant of the grating written in the material, er18 and er19
are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant
modulation amplitude, u t and ud are the angles of the in-
cident and diffracted beams (Fig. 10), and c is an out-of-
Bragg parameter described from the Ewald circle.36

In the case involved, the above equations can be greatly
simplified, since we are in the Bragg condition and the
setup is symmetric: c 5 0 and CR 5 CS 5 cos uB (u t
5 ud 5 uB). Moreover, we have determined by mea-
surement that the absorption grating is negligible facing
the index grating: er19 ! er18 . Equations (23) can thus
be rewritten as

z 5
da

cos uB
, j 5 0, f 5 n 5

kd

cos uB
,

k 5 b
er18

4er08
, a 5 b

er09

2er08
, b 5

2p

l
~er08 !1/2. (24)

Other approximations can also be made by considering
the gratings37

2pn/l @ er09 , 2pn/l @ er19 , er08 @ er18 , (25)

which allow us to write

1

2

er18

~er08 !1/2
5 n1 , (26a)

2p

l

er09

~er08 !1/2
5 aHe–Ne , (26b)

where n1 is the amplitude of the index modulation and
aHe–Ne is the absorption coefficient at the reading wave-
length (633 nm).

By using Eqs. (24) and (26), we can redefine the matrix
as follows:
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Mk 5 expS 2
aHe–Ned

2 cos uB
D

3 F cosS pd

l cos uB
n1D 2i sinS pd

l cos uB
n1D

2i sinS pd

l cos uB
n1D cosS pd

l cos uB
n1D G .

(27)

In the text below, the following notation is used:
Sample locations where the illumination pattern is at its
minimum are referred to as dark zones, and sample loca-
tions where the illumination pattern is at its maximum
are called lighted zones. We must now define the
refractive-index modulation created by the interference of
both argon beams. The illumination pattern is a cosine
whose minimum is zero and whose maximum has four
times the intensity of a writing beam, since both argon
beams have the same intensity and polarization. Each
sample layer can be decomposed into a large number of
birefringent elements, themselves made up of several par-
allel chromophore molecules. The angular distribution of
the birefringent elements can be described in the same
way as that for the transmission efficiency [Eq. (16)]. In
lighted zones the argon intensity depends on the sample
depth. In the dark zones, since there is no light, ele-
ments are randomly oriented:
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In laboratory coordinates this molecule is oriented ac-
cording to u1 and w1 angles [see Fig. 6(b)]. By using the
following variable change, one finds the formulation of
the index ellipsoid with respect to these axes:

x 5 ~cos w1!x1 2 ~sin w1!y1 , (31a)

y 5 ~cos u1 sin w1!x1 1 ~cos u1 cos w1!y1 2 ~sin u1!z1 ,
(31b)

z 5 ~sin u1 sin w1!x1 1 ~sin u1 cos w1!y1 1 ~cos u1!z1 .
(31c)

Indices with respect to the y1 and z1 axes are expressed
as
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respectively.
The polarization axis of the argon beam is directed

along the z1 axis [Fig. 6(b)]. So birefringent molecules
tend to have their transition axis oriented in the x1 –y1
plane. Hence we can postulate that, in average through
the film thickness, the principal axes of birefringence are
oriented with respect to y1 for the extraordinary index
and with respect to z1 for the ordinary index. Therefore
the refractive indices effectively met by the reading beam
are obtained by carrying out a statistical average over the
molecular orientation. These are obtained by using the
angular distributions written in Eq. (28), depending on
whether the He–Ne beam crosses a lighted or a dark
nzdark
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, (29)
where uB Ar is the Bragg angle of the argon beams. The
other angles and variables have the same meanings as
those for the transmission efficiency calculation.

The index ellipsoid of a birefringent element, in mo-
lecular coordinates, is described by
zone. Equations (33) below give the average indeces with
respect to the z1 and y1 axes in dark and in lighted zones.
For the sake of simplicity, we have suppressed the sub-
script 1 indexing axes and angles, so that from here on,
all the equations are written in laboratory coordinates:
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Figure 11 shows the variation of the different indices of
refraction with the temperature parameter T 2 T0 . For
this calculation the ordinary index has been fixed to 1.6,
and the extraordinary index has been set at 1.62. In
dark zones there is no light to redirect the chromophores;
thus the material is isotropic, i.e., indices with respect to
y and z axes must be identical to each other. It can be
verified that in spite of their different formulations, Eqs.
(33a) and (33b) give the same numerical result. One can
see that when temperature is equal to T0 , the index along
z in lighted zones is equal to the ordinary index. Indeed,
in this configuration, all the birefringent elements are ori-
ented perpendicularly to the argon beam polarization.
Thus the z axis makes a 90° angle with the optical axis of
the elements; this prevents the He–Ne light from seeing
the extraordinary index. On the other hand, for tem-
perature increasing to infinity, indices of the lighted
zones tend toward the dark-zone index. This is because
thermal agitation randomizes the molecular orientation;
for high temperature the sample becomes isotropic, and it
cannot produce light diffraction any longer.

Since the propagation media are birefringent, the lin-
early polarized He–Ne beam can be divided into two com-
ponents: ordinary and extraordinary. The intensity

Fig. 11. Variation of the indices of refraction with the difference
between temperature and temperature threshold. Circles: re-
fractive index along the z laboratory axis in sample lighted zones,
squares: refractive index along the y laboratory axis in sample
lighted zones, diamonds: refractive index along the z and y labo-
ratory axes in sample dark zones. The plot is based on Eq. (33).
fraction content in one or the other beam depends on r,
the angle between the initial polarization of the He–Ne
beam and the z axis. The intensities with respect to the
different axes are expressed as

Iz 5 I incident cos2 r, (34a)

Iy 5 I incident sin2 r. (34b)

The diffraction efficiency can also be expressed in two
parts: The first is related to the beam fraction subject to
the nz indices, and the second is related to the fraction
subject to the ny indices. The refractive-index modula-
tion created by the interference of the argon beams and
used in Eq. (27) is thus composed of the following ele-
ments:

n1z 5
nz lighted

2 nzdark

2
, (35a)

n1y 5
ny lighted

2 nydark

2
. (35b)

Figure 8 shows the numerical calculation of diffraction
efficiency versus temperature for an initially vertically
polarized He–Ne beam. This is not a Monte Carlo simu-
lation, since the equations of the refractive indices allow a
direct numerical calculation and already take into ac-
count the angular distribution of the chromophores. The
indices thus obtained are representative of the experi-
ment because measurements are done on large surfaces
(comparing the molecular dimension) that average the lo-
cal distributions.

For the polymers PVK:DMNPAA and C6-C11-
DMNPAA, the value of the parameters A/k and T0 , in-
troduced for the photoinduced birefringence, has been re-
used with success to fit the experimental data of
diffraction efficiency. However, for C11-C6-DMNPAA
the value of A/k has been changed from 1 K(mW/cm2)21/2

to 10 K(mW/cm2)21/2 in order to interpolate the diffraction
measurements. We also recall that for this polymer
there was a discrepancy between the photoinduced bire-
fringence data and the mathematical calculation.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
By studying the thermal behavior of the photoinduced bi-
refringence, we have found that the resulting transmis-
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sion efficiency drastically increases when the tempera-
ture decreases. By assuming that this property is due to
the thermal agitation that randomizes the chromophore
alignment, we have proposed a theoretical model. The
numerical calculation arising out of this model matches
the experimental results. The number of free param-
eters for data fitting was only 2; the other theoretical
variables have been fixed to reasonable values in relation
to the physical problem.

One could expect to find different behaviors depending
on whether the polymer is frozen or not. However, the
Tg of the compound does not seem to have an important
role in molecular orientation, since no discontinuity has
been found in experimental curves around its value.
Nevertheless, a temperature threshold T0 has been intro-
duced into the theoretical model. The meaning of this
threshold is that, under this temperature value, the ther-
mal agitation could no longer disturb the molecular orien-
tation imposed by the writing beam. This implies that,
from this threshold, all birefringent molecules are per-
fectly oriented and, furthermore, decreasing the tempera-
ture does not influence the angular distribution. This
can be explained by the free-volume theory, which fore-
sees that the volume between polymer strings is decreas-
ing with the temperature.38 The chromophore molecules
that occupy this volume need space to rotate. When free
volume reduces below the space needed by molecules for
thermal misalignment, the thermal agitation no longer
influences the angular distribution.30 It would be inter-
esting to observe the experimental behavior of the sample
at this temperature threshold; but, in spite of many im-
provements, the thermal stability of the sample under
250 K could not be ensured in our setup. Indeed, as the
sample is placed in a vacuum chamber, it cannot dissipate
the thermal energy provided by the argon beam that
warms the sample during the writing process.

As already reported by other authors,10,16,18 the time
constants of the transmission efficiency increase as the
temperature decreases (see Fig. 12). Nevertheless, in
Fig. 5 it appears that sensitivity does not vary signifi-
cantly over the temperature range studied. So the
change in the time constants seems to be more a calcula-
tion artifact than a reflection of the real behavior of the
polymers. By using the Williams–Landel–Ferry theory33

and the results of Eisenbach,34 we have developed further
the dynamics of the photoinduced birefringence in an-
other paper.39

In azo dye doped polymers, transmission efficiency and
diffraction efficiency result from the same phenomenon:
photoinduced orientation; so it is not surprising to find
the same thermal behavior for both kinds of experiments.
Except for C11-C6-DMNPAA, the calculation presented
in Fig. 8 has been done with the same parameters as
those used to interpolate the transmission efficiency (Fig.
4). Since both calculations fit quite well the experimen-
tal data, we can conclude that there is compatibility be-
tween the models and that the parameters can be used to
describe polymer sample properties. This gives us a
method to objectively compare the compounds.

With the use of this method, experiments are planned
to compare the threshold temperature value and the Tg of
the different compounds doped with different amounts of
plasticizer. As was done here, the parameter will be
compared with the molecular index anisotropy by doping
the matrices with various azo dye chromophores.

The case of the C11-C6-DMNPAA polymer is quite wor-
risome: The behavior of the photoinduced birefringence
cannot be reproduced by the theoretical model, and the
diffraction efficiency is far higher than that predicted.
Indeed, the parameter A/k is underevaluated by a factor
of 10 from the photoinduced birefringence interpolation.
Since the diffraction efficiency values cannot be explained
by the reorientation of the chromophores, we have
searched for another mechanism responsible for this en-
hancement. He–Ne diffracted intensity as a function of
the polarization of the writing beams as well as dichroism
measurements have revealed that the grating in the C11-
C6-DMNPAA polymer is mainly formed by the isomeriza-
tion of the molecules from trans-to-cis configuration. The
rotation of the chromophores is negligible.40,41 Thus our
models cannot be applied to this polymer. The increase
of the efficiencies with time is probably related, in this
case, to the lifetime of the cis state, which can vary with
temperature.18

We have done some of our experiments with PVK poly-
mer film containing 15 wt.% of DMNPAA and 30 wt.% of
N-ethylcarbazole. This compound, with a small amount
(1 wt.%) of trinitrofluorenone, is well-known to be a good
photorefractive polymer.19,20 In photorefractive media
DMNPAA is used as nonlinear optical molecules that lo-
cally change the index of refraction of the sample. This

Fig. 12. Thermal dependence of both time constants of the
transmission efficiency: (a) fast time constant and (b) slow time
constant. The lines are data interpolations; they are guides for
the eye and do not come from any model.
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happens through the Pockels effect in the electric space-
charge field created by charge-carrier migration in the
polymer.42 In this way photorefractivity and photo-
orientation seem to be two completely different mecha-
nisms. However, it has been discovered that photore-
fractive polymers with low Tg (below laboratory
temperature) can enhance their diffraction efficiency by
aligning nonlinear optical molecules in the space-charge
field.43 Moreover, recent experiments tend to prove that
the index change in PVK:DMNPAA is principally due to
the birefringence of the DMNPAA molecules instead of
their nonlinear response.1,44 In these conditions photore-
fractivity and photo-orientation are quite similar, since
both arise by alignment of the birefringent chromophores
in the electric field: space charge and laser light, respec-
tively. So it is possible that our results, developed here
for photoinduced orientation, can be adapted to photore-
fractivity experiments.

However, it should be noted that, in photorefractivity,
the generation of the space-charge field will certainly also
be affected by the temperature, since charge photogenera-
tion and displacement could depend on temperature.
The sensitivity could also be affected with regard to
charge mobility. Thus the behavior should certainly be
more complicated for photorefractivity than for photo-
orientation. Further experiments are going to be done to
confirm such a hypothesis.

Address correspondence to P.-A. Blanche at the loca-
tion on the title page or by phone, 32-4-3676668; fax, 32-
4-3675613; or e-mail, pablanch@ulg.ac.be.
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